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Abstract: The development of easy-to-use Internet tools for synchronous communications has made a
new research method possible: online focus groups. Attempts to apply them to questions formerly
addressed by face-to-face focus groups have resulted not only in promising avenues for research, but
also in substantive criticism. We have chosen to adopt online focus groups as a research methodology
for a qualitative study of user beliefs and attitudes concerning peer-to-peer filesharing systems. This
project is still in its early stages, so herein we describe not confirmatory findings of rigorous research,
but the issues raised by our exploratory study, and indications of important issues to address in the use
of online focus groups. This paper also demonstrates a novel analysis method which visually maps one
of the unique characteristics of such groups, multi-threaded simultaneous conversations, and uses such
maps to identify some notable tendencies and behaviors. We also identify some typical participant
strategies we have observed, describe some skills and techniques for use in moderating such sessions,
identify some powerful advantages provided by the instant and automatic transcript generation
capabilities of chat session software, and characterize some important research questions to be
addressed in future research.
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1. Introduction
The Internet is a rich source of data for
many questions of interest to researchers
in such fields as the Social Sciences,
Information Systems, Computer Science,
Marketing and Management Science, to
name just a few, and Internet studies have
employed both qualitative and quantitative
methods. Widely available Internet
applications,
particularly
for
communications, have matured to the
point at which the Internet can now be
exploited not only as a data source, but
also a platform for conducting research,
such as studies utilizing online surveys
(Sheehan and Hoy, 1999; Couper 2000).
One qualitative method taking advantage
of the new technology which seemed rich
with promise was the use of Internetbased synchronous communication tools
such as Chat to conduct online focus
groups. While face-to-face focus groups to
conduct qualitative research are widely
used and accepted (Millward, 2000; Fern,
2001), online focus groups, particularly
those done for the purposes of market
research, did not always produce the
desired results. As a result, some
researchers have concluded that online
focus groups cannot substitute for the
traditional face-to-face focus group
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methods. Among the difficulties and
limitations they encountered in their
studies were the following: diminished role
of the moderator, limited online group
dynamics, lack of non-verbal inputs,
limitations regarding observer involvement
and monitoring, participant anonymity,
limitations in exposing participants to
external stimuli, and limitations caused by
technical difficulties.
We are conducting a qualitative study of
the attitudes and behaviors of users and
innovators in the digital music world,
particularly in regard to the use of peer-topeer filesharing systems. Since these are
behaviors and attitudes inherently derived
from
and
occurring
on
Internet
applications, we felt it was appropriate to
explore the possibility of conducting the
research itself on the Internet, through
online focus groups. Our preliminary
results indicate that it may be useful to reexamine the skeptical views of online
focus group methods in light of specific
technologies, research questions, sample
groups, and other factors. Our study uses
Blackboard© electronic learning software
and its built-in virtual classroom feature to
conduct online sessions, during which
participants discuss their experiences with
downloading and trading digital music, in
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response both to questions from the
moderator and to comments from each
other.
It is not necessary to conclude that online
focus groups are uniformly unsatisfactory.
Instead, we propose that their usefulness
and appropriateness is related to the
specific research context. For example,
while online focus groups may fall short in
attempts to evaluate new tangible
products or other marketing-oriented
research, we believe that they can be
beneficial for exploratory research,
experiential research (particularly of online
experiences), and theoretical research,
including both theory development and
theory-supporting studies.
Based on the experience from our own
study, we will outline issues which point
towards a new online focus group
methodology as an extension of the
traditional methodology. We identify
research contexts as appropriate if the
studied phenomenon occurs in an online
environment, and if the studied actors
perform mostly online as well. We use filesharing among members as an example of
a research context that is suitable for
online focus group research. We discuss
how to address previously identified
problem areas in online research. We
discuss the benefits of online research in
terms of cost of running sessions, the
possibility of using participants in different
locations, the nature of the data thus
generated, and automatically generated
transcripts. We also discuss the limitations
and technical requirements of this new
research approach, and address the
specific objections to online focus groups
which have appeared in the literature.

2. Online qualitative research
The Internet is a rich potential source of
data for qualitative analysis. Researchers
have begun to take advantage of several
of the communication modes available on
the Internet, such as private email, email
lists, public posting forums, instant
messaging, and multi-user chat areas.
These communication modes, and user
familiarity and comfort with them, have
matured to the point where qualitative
methods can be applied not only to
research about the Internet, but to using
the Internet itself as a component of one's
research tools. While there have been
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many studies about user behavior in
online environments, and analyzing data
collected from the Internet, relatively few
have actually been conducted online.
Clarke (2000) has identified issues of
importance in conducting research online,
including the potential impacts of text-only
interfaces, asynchronous communications,
sampling
issues,
and
ethical
considerations. In another paper by Clarke
(1998), email was used to conduct one-onone interviews for a case study, in part to
obviate the difficulties presented by
participants who were widely dispersed
geographically.
Sharf
(1999)
used
newsgroup postings as raw data for a
study of online discourse, and found it
prudent to take extra steps to insure that
the material was both collected and used
in a clearly ethical manner. Gaiser (1997)
used email distribution lists created
specifically for conducting asynchronous
online focus groups to study social forms
in cyberspace. Gaiser decided that since
the research questions being pursued
dealt with online phenomena, online focus
groups provided the correct natural
context. Waskul, Douglass and Edgley
(2000) conducted a study which recruited
participants from chat rooms, and
collected data from one-on-one realtime
interviews
conducted
online.
They
concluded that this plan was appropriate
for their particular research context, which
dealt with online behaviors, while at the
same time recognizing limitations specific
to the method. Ruhleder (2000) observed
the texts produced by students in an
online master's degree program as they
participated in chat forums provided as
'virtual classrooms', and concluded that
the distributed teaching environments
"created new opportunities for capturing
and analyzing interaction in the hybrid
spaces that are becoming integral parts of
how people, institutions, and communities
organize their work and their lives." Notice
that all of these studies have in common
the fact that the data collected is in the
form of text. While it is conceivable that in
a broadband-enabled future, Internet
telephony and video (teleconferencing)
communications will become universally
available and employed, at present the
communication
technologies
most
available and familiar to users are textoriented. Facility with online text,
particularly in real-time environments such
as chat rooms, is thus by necessity the
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norm
for
users
of
Internet
communications. As we shall see later on,
this focus on text has both advantages
and drawbacks.
Largely because of the cost and
convenience benefits provided by online
communication
tools,
Internet-based
realtime online focus groups have been
exploited in the private sector by
companies hoping to collect meaningful
marketing data. In this context, they have
attracted considerable criticism. Sinickas
(2001), Edmunds (1999), and Greenbaum
(1997) have pointed out what they
consider the shortcomings of focus group
research carried out online. Among their
criticisms are the following:
Lack of non-verbal inputs
Loss of face-to-face group dynamics
Difficulty of insuring attention to
topic
Limited role of the moderator
Slower interactions Participants have time to consider
and edit their remarks while typing
Participants, typing more slowly
than they speak, contribute fewer
words
Difficulty of encouraging equal
participation
Screening - no way to insure the
identity of the person participating
Difficulty in fully exposing subjects
to the desired stimuli (seeing,
handling products)
Despite these caveats, Sinickas does
recommend using online communications
for persons who are difficult to reach
because of travel distances or work
schedules, rather than discarding them
from the study altogether. Bryman and Bell
(2003, pp. 502-505) also give this reason
for using online focus groups, and further
suggest that they may be useful for
particular research topics. In our case, the
research
question
of
interest
is
participants’ ideas and beliefs about a
specific type of online activity, the use of
peer-to-peer filesharing systems. This
approach is supported by Sweet (2001),
who suggests that Internet use is a topic
for which conducting the research online is
appropriate.
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3. Research context
The research program we are pursuing
looks at the impact of file-sharing
programs and digital media in general on
the music industry, particularly as
information technologies change both the
behavior of users and the conditions of
doing business for music content
providers. This study is conceived as
theory development research, as a followon to Hughes and Lang (2003), an
analytical paper which identified, among
other developments, shifts in power
among the interested parties of the music
industry, and shifts from centralized,
hierarchical,
rational
processes
to
distributed,
networked,
emergent
processes.
The project described below is a
qualitative study, using data collected from
online focus groups drawn from three
targeted populations. The first consists of
technologically sophisticated users of
MP3's, the second of industry experts and
innovators recruited from a screened and
monitored list server, and the third from an
online forum of parents discussing issues
raised by MP3's as used by their children.
The study thus depends upon theoretical
sampling, as discussed by Miles and
Huberman (1984) and Charmaz (2000).
Further, the sampling method aims to
maximize the validity of the data by using
key informants as subjects (Green 2001).
Online focus group members are first
identified as potential candidates from
public postings, then contacted by email to
request their help with the project. For this
particular project, we have not had to
resort to any additional incentives to get
people to participate. Once a time for the
session has been settled, participants are
given dummy ID's and passwords to an
Internet site created on Blackboard©
specifically for the purpose of supporting
this research project. The ID's and
passwords give them sufficient access to
Blackboard© to reach the 'Virtual
Classroom', which is a common chat area.
The session begins when all the group
members have logged in, and ends when
all of the questions have been discussed
or when the participants need to leave for
other commitments. A typical session lasts
between 60 and 90 minutes. Since
members are logging on with dummy ID's
created by the system administrator
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(Digimusic
Participant1,
Digimusic
Participant2, etc.) they are essentially
anonymous
to
each
other.
The
moderator's screen name in this case is
the actual name of one of the authors (a
convention of Blackboard©, which is
nominally set up for teacher-student
interactions). In order to handle the
monitoring and technical task load, which
tends to be high, we have conducted
sessions with both authors present at a
single workstation, and only one
moderator name in the chat area.
Our practice has been to approach each
session with a prepared (but evolving) list
of questions, each of which is used to kick
off a round of discussion. Once the
members have begun to contribute, the
moderators ask focusing or follow-up
questions, comment upon members'
responses, or, when the progress of the
members' chat postings is particularly swift
and productive, passively observe. We
have found that our list for this particular
project requires no less than two and as
many as eight minutes for each question,
depending to some extent on the number
of participants. Since our targeted sample
is drawn from relatively fast-typing users
who are highly familiar with online
communications technology, the pace of
postings on the screen is such that five
members in a given focus group is likely
the maximum that can be reasonably
monitored, even with two moderators
present at the workstation. This number is
just below the 8±2 range recommended by
Fern (2001), although Fern does note that
the trend in the focus group industry is
toward smaller groups. Once the session
is over, the Blackboard© system
automatically creates a dated transcript of
the session, which can be reviewed online
or exported to word processing and
analytical software.

4. Using online focus groups
Edmunds
(1999)
and
Stewart
&
Shamdasani (1990) both point out that
focus groups are appropriate for
exploratory research, in which qualitative
rather than quantitative analyses are to be
produced, in order "to provide an
understanding of perceptions, feelings,
attitudes and motivations" (Edmunds,
1999). The study described herein is such
an exploratory study, intended to elicit the
attitudes and perceptions of both industry
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experts and users towards digital music
media, with an eye toward the possibility
of facilitating the design of a quantitative
study (Edmunds, 1999) later on.
Greenbaum (1993), in his list of
appropriate uses for focus groups,
includes a category called "Attitude
Studies", a collective term for several
related purposes, one of which is "to
determine consumer attitudes toward
specific issues." In this case, it is attitudes
which concern us, and we already have
indications of some unexpected results
which indicate that the music industry may
be trying to address issues, by making
major and costly technological changes,
which are viewed by users are relatively
unimportant. For example, one response
of the music industry to the relatively lowquality MP3 music file format has been to
introduce products with higher audio
quality which the consumer cannot readily
reproduce or redistribute, such as the
Super Audio CD and the DVD-A (surround
sound audio) formats. So far, all of our
session participants have indicated, contra
the industry view, that the lower quality of
MP3 files is not important to them at all.
There is already some quantitative
research
to
support
this
notion
(Bhattacharjee et al, 2003). If this
response remains consistent as we
continue to collect data, it would constitute
an important finding with strategic
implications for producers of digital media.
It is certainly true that online focus groups
as conducted in text-only chat areas lack
the media richness and social presence of
face-to-face
focus
group
sessions
(Schneider et al 2002). However, in the
few years that Internet communications
have become widely accessible, substitute
cues have been developed which are
already to some extent standardized and
familiar to experienced online users. We
have found that emoticons [ :-), :((( ],
typographical cues [!!!, ???? – See Figure
1 under participant D4], standard
acronyms [IMO-In My Opinion], alluppercase text [ 'NOT' – (See Figure 2
under participant D3), and interjections [
"whoa!"] are spontaneously introduced by
group members to richen the text-only
experience. We do not assert that such
workarounds make text-based chat the
equivalent of face-to-face meetings;
rather, realtime chat provides an
experience and generates data which is
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different
from
face-to-face,
nevertheless rich in its own way.

but

Greenbaum (1997) mentions 'group
dynamics' as a factor which is problematic
for online focus groups. While it is true that
interactions among members in a textbased chat room are not identical to those
of face-to-face groups, group interactions
do take place online. Furthermore, at least
one well-known dynamic, the domination
of the discussion by one or a few
members, is simply not possible online.
Krueger (1994) and Fern (2001) dedicate
portions of their texts on focus groups
specifically to dealing with the dominant
talker, who wastes limited session time by
monopolizing the discussion. The chat
room interface is, by virtue of its
technology and interface alone, inherently
democratic; every participant's 'voice' is
guaranteed a hearing, without the
necessity of waiting for an opportunity to
jump in. Thus, persons who are for any
reason slower to speak up in a face-toface situation are at no disadvantage
whatsoever in the online focus group.
Krueger includes instructions for how
moderators can handle "The Expert, the
Dominant Talker, the Shy Participant, and
the Rambler." The nature of the chat
interface has given rise in our study to a
different list of participant behaviors, which
might be labeled:
Monologuing - typing a series of
posts on a solitary thread, without
responding to others, and without
their responding to him/her;
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Dittoing - contributing, but mostly by
agreeing with others' opinions;
One-Liners - statements with
relatively brief content; the nature of
the interface in Blackboard©, as well
as in many other chat systems,
encourages
this
type
of
participation, since the input section
displays only one line of text several
dozen characters long; Schneider et
al (2002) found that comments of
online focus groups were shorter on
the average than those produced in
face-to-face groups; however, this
behavior is not universal, since we
also have
Essays - composing comments as
complete paragraphs, consisting of
multiple, orderly and grammatical
complete sentences; the time it
takes to conceive and type in these
paragraphs means that the Essayist
contributes fewer posts, but perhaps
with deeper content than the OneLiner;
Challenging - monitoring others'
contributions closely, and disputing
points of disagreement
Some of these tendencies can be
observed in the analysis of parallel and
multi-threaded chat conversation which
appears in Figure 1. Note and compare
the similarities and differences between
this session, which included five
participants and a moderator, and Figure
2, which charts the transcript of a session
with three participants and a moderator.
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Is the scale of copyright
violations new? How
dangerous has Internet
piracy become?

if we call it sharing,
would we conclude
that sharing is a
good thing, and that
the more sharing the
better?

how well do you believe
you understand current
copyright law, and how
well do you think the
general public does?

D3

D2

D1

Moderator

very dangerous to the
corporate oligopoly
controlling the
entertainment industry
I have no sympathy
with major labels
trying to enforce their
market control

it is much worse. it
is also more
measurable. stats
exist on the
number of
downloads. when
people made tapes
for friends at
home, no one had
any idea of the
prevalence of that
happening, or
could tie it to
reduced sales

the recording oligopoly
in which just a few
companies control 80%
of global music
production and
distribution

D4

D5

it's only piracy if you
are a corporation
what kind of oligopoly?

it has made it
easier, more
guiltless

I provide my work with
no reproduction restrictions
because I think it is to my
benefit that my work is
distributed beyond my
personal distribution system

i think that artists need to
be rewarded for their
work
how does that
happen?

however our current
copyright policy is obsolete
and is no longer an
effective mechanism to
ensure this

various blanket licensing
proposals have been put
forward that would go a
long ways towards
addressing these issues
however the industry has
never been willing to
discuss these seriously
because it would result in
a drastic weakening of
their market control

I think they
need to be
rewarded but
adding 20
years to the
copyright
length doesn't
help artists
make more
material

they don't get
financially rewarded
by record companies,
they keep most of the
profits
the general public
doesn't understand
more than 5% of the
copyright law, plus
it varies
internationally
which is something
to keep in mind
when you download
music

it is my understanding
that most performers
make most of their
money on licensing
sales and live
performances

musicians make their
money in selling
of course, the big companies had
tickets to their live
the means to control distribution
i think i understand
shows and selling tbefore, because they had the
copyright law very well,
shirts and the record
exactly
studios and the presses. Now they
the public fairly well.
companies keep the
nobody said there
don't.
profits of CD sales is it inherently bad if
needs to be justice,
where is the justice
someone has
that's the reason for
won't the hackers
information or content
there?
the BIG change
ALWAYS break the
that others would find
protections, regardless?
useful or interesting,
probably
but they don't want to
share it for free? do
that's what they do,
they have a right to
In your judgment, can
that's their life!!!
look at the software
copyright law in its current make money?
industry
or proposed form ever be
enforcement is essentially
enforced? What would be but the scale of the
failing now
the whole copyright
the consequences if
breakdown can
paradigm ought to be
enforcement essentially
probably be limited, re-addressed
they can't be enforced in
everyone has a right to
unless you are 12 and
failed?
(meaning the extent
their present way since there live on the upper east
make money off their
the hackers can give
product, but maybe what is no police force to go and
side
away their methods
arrest 5,000,000 people all
is needed is a different
to lots of other
way to benefit monetarily over the world...it's a lost
people)
war from the beginning...
than the direct sale
method we have now

Figure 1: Multi-thread conversation
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Time

Moderator

D1

9. How well do you
believe you understand
current copyright law, and
how well do you think the
general public does?
I think i know about it pretty
good (i am not a lawyer) and I
think the general public
understand the spirit of the
law, but yeah, they dont care

bad statement

D2
I think people understand more
about copyright for convetional
products like books, but less on
digital products. I alway got
confused abouth the copyright
laws of digital products

I do not care either. If everybody
around you has the same actions,
then how do you care about it?

101

D3

i understand it very well because
I'm a musician, an author and a
person who receives royalty checks
as part of my livelihood. but i am
certain the general public knows
little and cares less

if it were more common to print
the entire text of bestselling
books on the web, there'd be a
lot more piracy of those works

doesn't make it right
is it a copyright violation
if you play a legitimately
purchased song (on a CD)
to a friend of yours while
you talk to her over the
phone?

10. How do you feel about
sharing digital content with
others?

so you admit mp3 is
piracy

what about all the
lawsuits?

The laws will not punish the
majority.

yes, that is

a lesson that we see many
places in history

the problem is, those who are
profiting from the existing
system are loathe to change it -- and these are NOT the artists
who create the works

not a new phenomenon
the copyright question is a
good one, I think its okay, but
if you burn a copy and give it
away that is a problem
I think I have the sharing right
if I purchase a CD

have they been sued?

sharing digital content is a
problem, becuase you will
make a copy

in most cases

"everybody does it" has
always been a prevailing
justification
as may be, until the laws are
rewritten to truly accommodate
the new technological reality of
music distribution, enforcement
will be problematic

Music itself is a sharing
experience product. Without
sharing, music has no fun and
mental happiness.

the lawsuits haven't stopped a
single individual i know who
downloads regularly
#10 is interesting. i download
works that are "out of print"
because I am a fan of progressive
rock, much of which is no longer
popular or available. i routinely
burn copies of old prog rock
songs i find on the internet and
distribute them to fellow prog
enthusiasts

sharing is a problem for
distributors who want to make
profit, but good for consumers

Figure 2: Transcript of session, 3 participants and moderator
A critical and obvious difference between
these charts and the transcript of a faceto-face focus group is the lack of linearity
in the online focus groups. Conversations
in text chat rooms can take place in
parallel, with simultaneous threads
initiated, diverged, converged, and
terminated at the discretion of the
participants. Thus no one need wait for
their turn to speak and make an
appropriate comment. In a face-to-face
group, an apposite comment may occur to
one of the members, yet never make it into
the transcript of the session, because the
flow of the conversation moved on to other
areas before the participant had a chance
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to speak up. In this sense, contributions to
an online focus group session are less
time-dependent than they must be in the
face-to-face environment: (1) Any thought
can be posted immediately, with no need
to take turns; (2) No comment need follow
directly upon the immediately preceding
one; participants can and do refer back
and respond to earlier comments
preserved in the system by the chat
interface. For example, look in Figure 2 at
D1's eighth comment ("the copyright
question is a good one..."). There are
seven other comments intervening
between this post and the moderator
question to which D1 here responds. By
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the time D1's comment appeared, the
original question was no longer on the
visible portion of the chat record. Likewise,
the monitor has this same powerful
resource at his or her disposal, the 'instant
transcript' nature of the chat system.
Moderators can make note of important
and fruitful topics and ideas as they
appear, then refocus the session with
follow-up questions at any time, with wordfor-word or even simple cut-and-paste
references to earlier comments.
The multi-linear nature of chat text
enhances the completeness of the
session, in that no potential contribution
need be lost. It also poses challenges for
the moderator who is trying to follow the
session in real time. Keeping up with
simultaneous parallel exchanges requires
fast reading and close attention; we have
found that two moderators can stay busy
for the major portions of a session, even
with just five participants, depending on
how fast the participants type, and the
nature of their contributions. The 'OneLiner' in particular can cause the screen to
scroll at a fast pace.
Notice in Figure 2 that the 'Challenging'
participant, D1, is also the 'One-Liner'. It
may be that these two behaviors are
highly correlated, while 'Monologuing'
could be significantly correlated with
'Essay' contributions. A finding on this
observable pattern in the transcript charts
would depend upon the collection and
analysis of more data from a variety of
focus group sizes and focus group
participants. Persons with considerable
experience in chat rooms will already have
noted informally that different participants
often have their own preferred styles of
contributing (including 'lurking'—in the
room but not posting). These styles will
have implications for the kinds of data that
online focus groups collect, and for the
skills that moderators of such groups must
cultivate.
In Figure 1 you will see that none of the
Moderator's comments are numbered,
while in Figure 2 the first and last
Moderator's posts are number 9 and 10,
respectively. We introduced this change in
order to allow participants to distinguish
between moderator posts which are
primary questions intended to initiate
discussion on a specific point, and those
which are follow-ups to an ongoing topic.
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Numbering also allows participants to refer
easily to the point they wish to address—
notice that this capability was utilized by
participant D3 in Figure 2. By this time, we
were also keeping a separate document
window open with our list of primary
questions ready to use. We are currently
using copy-and-paste directly from this
document to the chat interface to introduce
new questions as appropriate, so that the
time saved typing can be re-allocated to
the construction of follow-ups and other
tasks, such as logging the precise time of
the posting of new primary questions. We
are also considering implementing a
Screen Motion Capture tool for the
duration of a session, in order to preserve
an even more complete record of the
sessions, particularly with regard to timing.
Also apparent in the side-by-side
comparison of Figures 1 and 2 is the
differing proportions of vertical threads
(following up one's own comments) and
lateral threads (responding to others). This
difference may lie partly in the inherent
tendencies of those participating (a
Monologuist generates vertical threads, a
Challenger generates lateral ones), but it
may also be in part a factor of group size,
since it is easier for a small number of
participants to keep track of everyone
else. As our study progresses it will be
interesting to see if this emerges as a
statistically significant effect.
The fundamental difference between these
categories (One-Liner, Challenger, etc.)
and those identified in Krueger is that the
online types above do not necessarily
constitute problems which must be solved
by nuanced moderator techniques,
because of the ability of the online system
to handle multiple simultaneous threads of
input. While the online moderator will
indeed want to elicit more thoughtful
contributions from the Dittohead, and
perhaps address follow-on questions
directly to the Monologist to draw him/her
into the general discussion, the other three
types, especially the Challenger, employ
different communication styles which in
our sessions have contributed positively to
the data produced, each in their own way.
Realtime chat has the potential to be more
conceptually
"pure",
in
that
the
participants' opinions of each other can be
based only on their contributions to the
discussion. Thus, it is not possible for one
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participant to unduly influence the others
by virtue of his/her appearance, tone and
volume of speaking, body language, or
other cues which are always present in the
face-to-face method. The group dynamics
of chat rooms are, of necessity, based
only on the participants' substantive
contributions via the medium of text alone.
So while lack of non-verbal cues can be
disadvantageous because the moderators
have less information by which to judge
responses, it may also in this sense be
beneficial.
Critics of online focus groups point out that
it is not possible for moderators of online
focus groups to be certain that the
contributors are not simultaneously
engaging in other activities unrelated to
the topic. For marketers hoping to gather
data on, say, consumers' emotional
reactions to a new car design, attention to
topic could indeed be a real problem
requiring intervention by the moderators.
But a person in a chat room might, without
fear of discovery, also eat lunch, search
for MP3's, and check email. Indeed, it is in
the very nature of multi-tasking computer
systems for experienced users to engage
in this kind of behavior. The argument
could be made that a multi-tasking
environment, far from being a negative
characteristic, is the only natural setting for
studies such as this one, whose topic of
interest is some aspect of online behavior.
And of course, it is not possible for a
moderator, even in a face-to-face focus
group, to know whether a given member is
giving all his/her attention to the topic, or is
also thinking about how tasty the provided
refreshments are, considering what to do
after the session finishes, or silently
critiquing the haircuts of the other
members. The question is not whether or
not members are giving absolutely all their
attention, but whether they are giving
enough attention to provide sufficiently rich
data to adequately address the issues of
interest to the researchers.
The chat interface automatically provides
an aid to keeping attention focused on the
topic, since the text is captured and kept
on the screen in front of each participant's
eyes. Thus, it is not necessary for
members to try to keep in mind what
someone else has said 30 seconds, 3
minutes, or even 45 minutes ago; the
entire record of the session is available at
any time through scrolling. It is not
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possible to miss or misunderstand what
someone else has said, because of poor
hearing, or because more than one
member was speaking at the same time,
since each contribution can be read at
leisure. The communication system itself
thus acts as a perfect memory store of the
entire discussion, which can only help in
focusing members' attention.
Greenbaum (1997) is concerned that the
moderator of an online focus group has
more limited means at his/her disposal to
"draw out quiet or shy participants,
energize a slow group, and use innovative
techniques that will delve a little deeper
into the minds of participants." We have
already discussed above the advantage of
the chat interface in providing equal
access for all participants to a nonmonopolizable space. For a slow group, or
one which has not provided sufficiently
deep insights, face-to-face moderator
techniques may not apply, but this does
not mean that we are totally at a loss.
Rather, the moderator simply needs an
alternative set of skills, based on the
possibilities and conventions of chat room
communications. The experienced chat
room moderator can employ the means at
his/her disposal, including non-standard
uses of text such as emoticons, in order to
bring the session activity to the desired
level.
Furthermore, text-based realtime chat
communications may provide special
advantages over face-to-face meetings for
some types of topics. It has been noted
that users of online communications
systems are in some cases likely to be
more rather than less forthcoming online
(Walston and Lissitz 2000; Murray and
Sixsmith 1998). It is possible that this
effect derives in part from the shield of
anonymity afforded by the technology. In
his study of the practices of criminal drug
dealers, Coomber (1997) went to online
methods specifically for this reason. In our
case, the topic of file-sharing systems and
MP3 files raises issues of unethical and
possibly illegal behavior, issues which our
subjects may be more comfortable
discussing in the familiar environment of
their own room/office and personal
workstation (the same environment, by the
way, in which the questions of ethics and
illegality are encountered, and decisions
about them made) and behind the
anonymizing chat interface, than they
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would in the 'interrogation room' of a faceto-face focus group session.
Research on Group Support Systems
have in the past made a distinction
between anonymous and non-anonymous
systems, and between co-located and
spatially distributed systems (Nunamaker
et al, 1997), but not between, let us call
them, 'Host-located' and 'Participantlocated' systems. A participant-located
system would be one in which a focus
group member could take part from within
a space he identifies as his own—a space
and a machine which he or she is familiar
with, controls, and perhaps owns
(O’Connor and Madge, 2002). As
sophisticated digital communications tools
migrate from specialty hardware and
software to common user platforms, it is
likely that this distinction will be one worth
making. Notice that face-to-face focus
groups are universally, of logical
necessity, Host-located. It is not possible
to conduct a face-to-face group in which
each member is comfortably situated in
their own home. If the space in which the
focus group interaction makes a
difference, and we believe that it can, then
the online focus group has the greater
flexibility. One could conduct such a group
by inviting members to use the host's
machines in some sort of laboratory
setting, or have them participate from their
own computers at home. In fact, a direct
comparison of these two online interview
modes would constitute a basis for
isolating the 'Participant-located' effect, if it
does indeed exist.
It is certainly true that even fast typers will
contribute fewer words online than they
would if they were able to speak.
However, it is not safe to assume that
more always means better. Nor is it
necessarily the case that instant, spoken
reactions are always better than
thoughtful, typewritten and possibly preedited replies. The style of the One-Liner,
by the way, approaches Sinickas' (2001)
ideal of an instant response. For a
marketing company gathering data on
consumers' emotional connection to a
brand-new product, no doubt the instant,
unedited responses are required. Our
study, however, does not introduce
anything that is new to the participants;
our goal is to discover what issues are
important to the stakeholders in the digital
music world, and in what way. For
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research of this type, carefully considered
replies on complex issues also provide
useful data. One of the cues we have used
to make a decision about moving on to the
next question was when the posts in
response to the previous question began
to repeat content, or slow down
substantially, indicating that the members
had already had their say on that particular
question. Finally, the reduction of content
due to the requirement of typing replies is
offset to a considerable extent by the fact
that online, all members can be typing and
posting at once. Five medium-speed
typers can easily equal or even surpass
the word rate of a single (face-to-face)
speaker. At times when the give-and-take
in our online focus group sessions was
most lively, it was all we could do to
speed-read the posts as they scrolled by
on the screen. The total output from five
different simultaneous contributors, all
brainstorming the same question, and all
captured in an instant, error-free transcript,
has the potential to be even more useful
than the same volume of data from only a
few dominant speakers.
There is no way to utterly insure that the
persons on the other end of the chat
connection are who they say they are. For
studies in which individual identity is
crucial, face-to-face sessions are definitely
a necessity. However, not all research
projects have this requirement. In our
study, we do not have any requirement for
confirming personal identity; in fact, just
the
opposite--we
have
deliberately
employed anonymity as a feature of the
communication medium, in order to
encourage members to be as forthcoming
as possible. Even face-to-face sessions
are not totally immune to this problem;
extensive
and
time-consuming
background checks would be necessary to
confirm all of the demographic data which
participants provide. Markham (2004)
makes the subtler point that meaning and
identity are socially constructed in any
context, not just the Internet. The
difference is that Internet communication
isolates and focuses this process of
negotiation in the single medium of text.
Non-verbal cues may have a downside as
well. Markham further points out that "we
use physically embodied features and
behaviors
to
make
categorical
assessments of conservational partners"
and that "a priori assessment based on
typical/traditional gendered, ethnic and
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socioeconomic categories remains
problematic feature of social research."
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policy or culture, studying attitudes,
beliefs, and values, or with the digital
world itself.

It is hard to imagine how high-quality
The following table lists some of the
marketing research on physical products
features
of
online
focus
group
could be ever be collected via online
communications which have come to our
communications, even if we assumed very
attention during the progress of the study,
high quality images, video and audio. The
as they relate to the criticisms of Sinickas,
gestalt of sensory impact of a new product
Edmunds, and Greenbaum mentioned
is simply not digitally transferable. The use
earlier:
of online focus groups should thus be
reserved for research interests which deal
with intangibles, such as questions of
Table 1: Features of Synchronous Internet-based Group Communications
Criticism
Lack of non-verbal inputs
Loss
of
face-to-face
dynamics
Difficulty
of
insuring
attention to topic
Slower interactions
Participants contribute less
Participants can edit their
remarks while typing
Limited role of moderator
Difficulty of encouraging
equal participation
Difficulty of insuring the
identity of participants
Difficulty
in
exposing
subjects to external stimuli

Response
Substitute Cues: emoticons, typography, acronyms, case, interjections;
Non-verbal judgments have pros and cons
Elimination or reduction of dominant talker, shy participant, and rambler
problems
Multi-tasking is natural mode of online activity; may be appropriate for
research into online behaviors
Users may contribute freely at any point without waiting;
Chat interface provides perfect session memory
Parallel, simultaneous threads increase total output
But don’t necessarily do so (quick One-Liner);
May be desirable for some research questions
Different skill set, modified role;
Chat interface provides perfect session memory for follow-ups
Moderator uses alternate means of stimulating discussion;
Chat system encourages more participation—no need to take turns
Depends on how participants are recruited;
Authenticity is always negotiated and situated
Impact varies depending on research question;
Multimedia objects can be presented to group

5. Benefits
Clarke's excellent review of the Internet as
a medium for qualitative research (2000)
discusses the practical and economic
benefits of carrying out research online,
which are considerable. This was one of
the motivating factors behind our decision
to conduct online focus groups, particularly
given the nature of our theoretical sample.
The populations we wish to use as
subjects are already online, where
participation in virtual communities is
independent of geographic location.
Assembling industry experts for focus
groups, for example, would have involved
enormous expense compared to online
meetings, were it possible to get them
physically together at all. When costs of
travel, meeting room space, technical
equipment and support for recording, and
transcript preparation are factored in, the
difference between face-to-face and online
focus groups can involve orders of
magnitude. Sinickas (2001), even while
arguing generally against online focus
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groups, cites cost and convenience as
reasons to use them.
One major task inherent in face-to-face
focus group research is the preparation of
transcripts. Audio recordings can vary
enormously in quality, depending on
whether analog or digital media are used,
on the microphone types and setup, and
whether the participants speak loudly
enough in the direction of the microphones
to be captured. Even given adequate
audio gear (which is expensive), the
transcription step itself has the potential to
lose or distort content from the face-toface session. Mergenthaler and Stinson
(1992) discuss the procedures necessary
to insure that the transcriptions are as
accurate as possible. The principles they
set forth are:
Preserve
the
morphologic
naturalness of transcription. Keep
word
forms,
the
form
of
commentaries, and the use of
punctuation as close as possible to
speech presentation and consistent
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with what is typically acceptable in
written text.
Preserve the naturalness of the
transcript structure. Keep text
clearly structure by speech markers
(i.e., like printed versions of plays or
movie scripts).
The transcript should be an exact
reproduction. Generate a verbatim
account. Do not prematurely reduce
text.
The transcription rules should be
universal. Make transcripts suitable
for both human/researcher and
computer use.
The transcription rules should be
complete.
Transcribers
should
require only these rules to prepare
transcripts. Everyday language
competence rather than specific
knowledge (e.g., linguistic theories)
should be required.
The transcription rules should be
independent.
Transcription
standards should be independent of
transcribers
as
well
as
understandable and applicable by
researchers or third parties.
The transcription rules should be
intellectually elegant. Keep rules
limited in number, simple and easy
to learn.
Notice that for online focus groups all of
these principles are either automatically
handled (first three from the list above), or
simply do not apply (last four). The only
caveat is that researchers should take
care to use software which captures
automatic transcripts. Most packages we
examined for possible use had this
capability.
McLellan, MacQueen and Neidig (2003)
discuss at some length the central
problem of transcription for qualitative
research, which is the imperfect link
between the session itself and the
transcript. A great number of decisions,
extending all the way from technical
procedures to semiotics, must be faced for
researchers making transcriptions from
audio tapes, with the result that, "despite
all best intentions, the textual data will
never fully encompass all that takes place
during an interview." They cite Ashmore
and Reed (2000) to make the point that
the audiotape is a "realist" object, while
the transcript itself is a "constructivist" one.
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For online focus groups, these categories
do not exist separately. The substance of
the online focus group session as it is
being conducted is itself text, and
constitutes the transcript of the same,
whose usefulness begins instantly, as the
members read and review the text on the
screen while considering and making their
online replies. For studies such as the one
described here, in which the participants
are highly experienced and comfortable
with online chat, and thus confident in their
ability to express their ideas in realtime
text, the automatic transcription feature is
a valuable and greatly simplifying aid to
the research process.
Briefly put, the transcript of a face-to-face
focus group is never 100% accurate; the
transcript of an online focus group always
is.

6. Limitations
An online focus group session is totally
dependent on the information technology
employed. Unless everyone can get
logged in and functioning reliably, you
don't have a session. One attraction of the
Blackboard© system we have used is the
maturity of the software--this is not a new
and possibly buggy release. Given the
wide variety of user platforms on the
Internet, it is likely wise to be highly
conservative
in
the
technological
requirements you impose on your
subjects. One reason that we have
experienced
minimal
technological
problems so far may be that our
theoretical sampling method deliberately
targets
highly
experienced
and
technologically savvy subjects, who can
be expected to be reasonably up to date in
their choice of hardware, software, and
Internet
connection.
Our
sample
population choice may also be responsible
for the fact that though the Blackboard©
login process involves several clicks and is
not necessarily obvious, none of our
participants has had any trouble going
straight to the correct chat area.
One cue which is handled automatically
and intuitively in face-to-face situations,
but not online, is the timing of comments.
In some trials which involved one-on-one
interviews,
we
experimented
with
typographical cues which would let us
distinguish between times when we were
waiting for subjects to finish typing a
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response and times when they were
simply waiting for the next question. This
sort of thing is obvious when the medium
is actual speech, but not when text is
used. For sessions with four or five
members, significant "dead air" time was
generally not a problem, as the posts
simply continued to flow in for the duration
of the session. It is not inconceivable that
future versions of chat software will
provide visual cues to make this distinction
automatically.
Without making any specific quantitative
claims, we have noticed that some sort of
"chat room fatigue" can set begin to set in
after about an hour. This may be due to
the workload of continuous reading and
typing in a fast-moving chat session, or
more generically the mental exhaustion of
exploring a single topic in concentrated
detail--after awhile, people may simply be
ready to do something else. As
Greenbaum (1997) points out, the
moderator of the face-to-face session has
more options to revivify the session than
does the online moderator.
To summarize limitations mentioned
earlier in the paper:
i. Online focus groups are likely to be
more appropriate for research topics
involving online issues, ideas, and
behaviors, and less appropriate for
studies requiring non-computer
related stimuli, such as marketing
research on new physical products;
ii. Online focus groups do not allow
the production of notes logging nonverbal behaviors such as nodding,
yawning, frowning, etc., which may
be of interest to the researchers;
iii. Moderators cannot enforce full
participation of all members of an
online focus group; to some extent
we must rely upon the goodwill and
good faith of the participants, as
well as, in our case, their
engagement and interest in the
topic;
iv. A well-monitored online focus group
likely cannot be as large as a faceto-face group, which can include as
many as 10 persons; even with 5
members, some things may be
missed when all participants are
continuously posting at once in
parallel and the chat screen is
scrolling swiftly;
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v. Online focus groups are likely to be
more appropriate for studies in
which the subjects are themselves
comfortable with the technology, so
that typing speed, logon navigation,
and other procedural issues do not
interfere with the flow of ideas;

7. Future directions
At this early stage in the development of
Internet research tools, many open
questions remain for the conduct of online
focus groups:
Optimal Group Size – Mann and
Stewart (2000) suggest that the
maximum number lies in the area of
six to eight participants; for the fast
typing, highly experienced Internet
users who seem to be prominent in
our sample group, even this number
may be too high;
Optimal Group Composition – for
our study, we have so far found it
productive and stimulating to the
session to include members on
different sides of the sensitive issue
of music filesharing; other strategies
may also have benefits;
Optimal Session Length – this will
likely vary with the size of the group,
the
particular
topic(s)
under
discussion, and the interest of
specific participants;
Optimal Time Allocation Per
Question – at some points in our
sessions to date, we have had to
make choices about pursuing
promising follow-up questions, or
moving on to new areas in the
interest of obtaining sufficient
coverage in the time remaining;
Best Strategies and Guidelines
for Facilitating and Moderating a
Session – for a hot issue like music
filesharing, we have often found the
discussions to be largely selfsustaining, particularly in the larger
groups, once a question is put
forward; one concern is how to
introduce all the research questions
we feel need to be covered without
appearing
to
be
constantly
interrupting or cutting off discussion;
Place Effects – would participants’
contributions to the online focus
group differ significantly if the
session
took
place
using
workstations in a laboratory setting,
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instead of on the users’ own
computers, and if so, how;
Single/Multiple Moderators – so
far, we have consistently used two
researchers sharing a single online
presence; other combinations might
improve the sessions, such as
having a separate online ID for each
of two moderators;
Data Collection – what quantitative
data might be of interest, and how
could it be captured; we are
exploring
ways
of
recording
question and response timing, and
volumes of participant output per
unit time, for the possibility of
comparison
to
face-to-face
sessions;
Time Effects – need all participants
be in the same or close to the same
time zones? – what happens when
time zones are widely separated;
Member Interaction – in our
sessions, as is evident from Figures
1 and 2, these are plentiful and
vigorous; how might these intraparticipant
exchanges
be
encouraged or managed in order to
facilitate the most productive
sessions;
We expect to gain some insight into many
of these areas as the number of
completed sessions increases. In order to
generate some revealing and rigorous
findings, one possibility is to collect data
for quantitative comparisons between
online and face-to-face sessions. Pertinent
questions raised by critics of online focus
groups include the volume of output, the
numbers of issues raised and quality of
comments,
and
the
equality
of
participation (or lack thereof) between
different participants.
We have included in this paper sample
analyses from only two sessions, so it is
far too early to draw any definitive
conclusions. The significance of this
exploratory research for us at present is
the questions raised by the actual practice
of online focus group communications,
and the identification of fruitful areas for
further exploration. Are online focus
groups an effective method for qualitative
research studies? We believe that for the
right research questions and contexts, and
with the right application of available
online
communications
technologies,
indeed they can be.
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